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ON THE RICCI TENSORS OF PARTICULAR FINSLER SPACES

By HlDEO SHIMADA

In the present paper we shall study various Ricci tensors in particular
Finsler spaces. The problem of the Ricci tensors of Finsler spaces is stated,
for example, in the paper [15Jo § 2 and will be important in applications
of Finsler geometry to the theoretical physics. One of the difficulties of the
problem is that the Ricci tensors defined from the h-curvature tensor Rhijk

and hv-curvature tensor Phijk are not symmetric in general, contrary to the
case of Riemannian geometry. This studies was promoted by Professor Y.
Takano's report [25J, continuing [I5J § 2.

In § 1 two kinds of the hv-Ricci tensors, denoted by Pi/V and Pi/2>,
and the h-Ricci tensor Rij are introduced. The purpcse of the next ~ection

is to consider the Bianchi identities and to prcduce varic.us identities relatEd
to the Ricci tensors. The so-called conservation law is important in the
physics. We find a tensor field which satisfies the law under some assump
tion (Theorem 1). The third section is devoted to studying the Ricci ten
sors of a C-reducible Finsler space, which is de:fined by Prof. M. Matsumo
to [7J and will be important in the physics. In § 4 we shall touch upon
isotropic Finsler spaces due to H. Akbar-Zadeh [1]. We shall treat, in § 5,
Finsler spaces of scalar curvature owing to L. Berwald [2]. It is shown
that in such a space the h-Ricci tensor Rij is symmetric and the condition
Rij=lJgij yields "of constant curvature" (Theorem 10). Furthermore we pay
attension to Finsler spaces of scalar curvature which satisfy the C-reducibi
lity. The final section is a list of various known results of the 'v-curvature
tensor Shijk and v-Ricci tensor Sij'

The author wishes to express here his sincere gratitude to Prof. Dr. M.
Matsumoto, who not only suggested valuable improvement in the present
paper, but also whose advices and criticisms during my stay at Kyoto Uni
versity from Sept. 1976 to Fed. 1977 were of inestimable benefit.

§ 1. The hv-and h-Ricci tensors.

Let pn be an n-dimensional Finsler space with the fundamental function
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L(x,y), (y=.x). We denote by gij(X,y) = (Q2L2/ayiayj)/2 the fundamental
tensor. The angular metric tensor hij is given as hij=gij-l;lj, where li=
aL/ayi is the normalized element of support. Hereafter the terminologies and
notations are the same as in the monograph [12].

The hv-curvature tensor Phij/. (cf. (2.3» satisfies the four identities ([12J
§17) :

(1. 1) PAij/,= - Pihjk.

(1. 2) Phiok=Pkiko=O,

(1.3) S<kij) {Pkijk} =0,

(1. 4) S<hill) {Phijk} = 0,

where 8 otij) means cyclic permutation of indices h, i, j and summation and
the index 0 means contraction by the element of support yi.

By virtue of (1. 1), (1. 3) and (1. 4) the number N of the independent
components of the hv-curvature tensor P Aijk is given in the formula

N=n2 (n-1) (n+4)/6.

From this we have, for example, N=4 (n=2), N=21 (n=3), N=64 (n=
4) and so on.

Next we define the hv-Ricci tensors from the hv-curvature tensor P"ijk In

the following forms:

P ..(V=p.s. p ..(2)=p.s.
'J , SJ' 'J , J"

where pi'sj=gmsPimsj and P/js=gmsPimjs.
As a matter of course Pi/V *P;/2) in general, but we can see that the

skew-symmetric parts of Pij(1) and PiP) are equal to each other, which was
suggested by Prof. M. Matsumoto.

PROPosITION 1. The skew-sym1lUJtric parts of the two hv-Ricci tensors Pi/V
and P;/2) are equal:

where Pi/s=gSfRPijms.

Proof. Multiplying (1. 3) by gmi and summing over m and k we have

P"j(Z) - P j"(2)=P,,t'",.

Similarly from (1. 4) we get

Pik(l) -Pk/})=P,,/"...

Consequently we have proved the identities as above.

REMARK 1. A Finsler space with Pkijk=PAilj is called P-symmetr;c ([13J,
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[15J). If a Finsler space is P-symmetric, we have the unique hv-Ricci ten
sor Pij=Pi/O=PiP); this is a very convenient fact, but, contrary to our
expectation, the scalar curvature P= Pijgi j necessarily vanishes in this case
([I5J § 2).

REMARK 2. A Finsler space with the Cartan connecton cr is P-symme
tric, if and only if the v-curvature tensor Shijk satisfies the equation ([12J
(17.25), [15J Prop. 2)

where (I) denotes the h-covariant differentiation with respect to cr.
"Ve turn the consideration to the h-curvature tensor Rhi jk which IS given

in the form

(1.5)

where ArjkJ means interchange of indices j, k and subtraction and rJk=()"
Nik?h.

If we adopt the Cartan connection Cr as the Finsler connection, the fol
lowing identities hold ([12J (17.9), (17.10). (22.7), (22.8»:

(1.6) R hijk= -Rihjk> R hijk = -Rhikj,

(1. 7) Srijk) {RhijkJ = -SUjk) {ChriRrjkl ,

(1. 8) Rjkhi= Rhijk...L N hijk,

where Nhijk=A(jkJ {C/jRrhk-ChrjRrikl.

REMARK 3. In a Finsler space of scalar curvature, the h-curvature tensor
R hijk satisfies S(ijk) {RhjjkJ = 0 and R jkhi = Rhijk as Riemannian curvature ten
sor. See § 5.

We define the h-Ricci temor R ij from the h-curvature tensor Rhijk in the
form

Rij=R/jJ.

The h-Ricci tensor R ij is also equal to RSjsj because of Rhijk= Rihkj.

In case of the Cartan connection Crit is observed that

PROPOSITIO:'>l 2. The skew-symmetric part of the h-Ricci tensor Rkh is given

by the equation

(1. 9) Rkh-Rhk=CiRikh+ChirRrik-CkirRrih, (Ci=Crm)'

Proof. From (1. 5) we obtain easily
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where F,/j=n/j-CjNjh=ohlogv'i ([12J (17.3)'). Applying (;,. to the above,
we get

Thus the. proof is completed.

It is noted that the contraction of (1. 7) by gjj yields immediately another
proof of (1. 9).

§ 2. The Bianehi identities and Rieci tensors.

In the theory of general Finsler connections, devoted in the monograph
[12J, we have four Jacobi identites in combination with two vector fields,
called the h-and v-basic vector fields. From each ]acobi identity, we obtain
three identities, which show the vanishing of the h-horizontal part, v-hori
zontal part and vertical part of the ]acobi identity. Hence there are twelve
identities. Because one of these identities is trivial, we have finally eleven
Bianchi identities which are classified into four groups ([12J § 11).

We are specially concerned with the Cartan connection cr. The four gr

oups of the Bianchi identities of cr are as follows ([12J § 17) :

The first group

(BC-I-I)

(BC-I-2)

(BC-I-3)

(BC-II-I)

(BC-I1-2)

(BC-I1-3)

where (l)

(BC-Ill-I)

(BC-III-2)

(BC-III-3)

(BC-IV-I)

.(BC-IV-2)

SCjjk) {C/,rRrjk - Rl'jk} = 0,

SCijk) {PhjrRrjk+Rhjjlk} =0,

SCim {PmhjrRrjk+Rmhjjl k} =0.

The second group

A (jj) {Clkl j+Cjhrprjk-Pjhjk} =0,

Rhjj Ik-Rkhjj+AcjJ) {RhjrC/k+phj~jk+Phjkl j} =0,

Rmhjj /k+SmhkrRrjj+A(jJ) {RmhjrC/k+Pmhjrprjk+Pmhjkl j} =0,

denotes the v-covariant differentiation with respect to cr.
The third group

ACjk) {Cjh j Ik-erhkC/j} -S/,jk=O,

A CiJ) {PhrjCltj-Phkjlj+P!'.tj} =0,

S h·-1k+AC°i){P h.Ckr_-s ho prk-_p hkol-} =0m IJ 'J m r' J m ,,.... J m J I •

The fourth group

Sajk) {Shk} =0,

Sajk) {Smhjj)k} =0.
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It is remarked that (BC-I-2), (BC-I1-2) and (BC-III-2) IS a consequence
of (BC-I-3), (BC-I1-3) and (BC-I11-3) respectively.

From (BC-I-I), contracting for hand j we have (1. 9) because (BC-I-I)
is quite the same with (1. 7).

The contraction of (1. 9) by yh yields

(2.1)

By virtue of the metrical property of the Cartan connection eT, a contr
action and h- (or v-) covariant differentiation are commutative.

Next we contract (BC-I-3) for hand i to obtain

(2.2) R mk I i-Rmi I k- P m/ll Rrki = Rmhki I h+ P m\rRrhk- P mhkrRrhi'

In Riemannian geometry (2. 2) yields the important equation RI i=2Wi I r by
contracting by gmk ([22J p. 18).
Contracting (2.2) by .ym and ymyk, we have respectively

(2.2)'

(2. 2)"

Next the Bianchi identity (BC-II-l) is, by virtue of (1. I) and (1.3),
rEwritten as

(2.3)

which is nothing but the well-known representation of the hr'-curvature ten
sor Phijk of the Cartan connection er ([12J (17. 23) ) .
From (2.3) the hr'- Ricci tensors P hk

Cll and Phk(2) are written as follows:

(2.4)

Consequently it is easily observed that

PROPOSITION 3. The hv-Ricci tensors PhkCll and Ph/2) of the Cm·tan connec
tion er satisfy the following equations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

REMARK 4. According to Remark 1 the P-symmetry implies that the right
hand side of (3) in Proposition 3 vanishes but the inverse does not hold.
Further the hv-Ricci tensor P ij is not symmetric even if P-symmetry holds
good.
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(2.5)

From (BC-II-3) we take the contraction for h and j to get

Rlk 1;+RI,.Cj";+ Pli(l) I j-PI/VprAi

=P!ki Ir- RlkrC/i-Ptjrpr,i+StirRr,j.

Contracting (2.5) by yl and I:i, in view of Po/l)=C;!o we get respectively

(2.5)'

(2.5)" Rooli+Ciiol o=Roi+R;o- R'orC/;

=2Ro;+CrRr;,.

In the last equation we refered to (2. 1).

In (BC-II-3), we take another contraction for hand i to get

(2.6) PIP) I j-P1j(2) I j+SlrRrjj=R{jj! r+A(jk) {RtjrCjr,+Ptjrprj,} ,

where Sir is the v-Ricci tensor ..r::1r= Sl"'r"..
Contract (2.6) by I and II'. Paying attention to Y'lj=O and yilj=i;;j> In

virtue of (1) of Prop. 3 we get .

(2.6)'

(2.6) "

Cj I 0 I j-CkI 0 I j=Rrjj Ir+R'jrCk'r- R'krC/"

Cjl 0 I0= R"jo 1,.-Roj - R'o,.C/"

(2.4)'

We compare (2.6)" with (2.5)" : Eliminating the term Cilo1o from them
we obtain

(2.7) Rooli+RAiol.,-2Ro;-Rio=O.

In Riemannian geometry (2. 7) reduces to a trivial equation.

Next from (BC-III-2), in virtue of (1. 1) and (1. 4) another expression of
the hv-curvature tensor PAijk is obtained ([12J (17. 27) ) :

(2.8) Phijj=P;jk IA-P"jk Ii+PikrC/,,-PkkrC{i'

The contraction of (2. 8) by gij and Ktk yields respectively

P",?) =CkI 0 I,,-P,,sk 1,+Pl/rC",,,- PArkC,.,

Pkj(2) =Ci I 0 1,,-P,,'j I,+CAr"C,. I0-P,,'rCk',..

This is another representation of (2.4). We make a comparison with (2.4)'
and (2. 4) to get the following interesting equation:

(2.9) Cilolj-C;Ij=P{jl,.-C{jl,..

Hence we conclude
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PROPOSITION 4. In a Finsler space Fn with the Cartan connection, the ten·
SOl'

CjIQ!j-Cjlj

IS written as (2.9) and symmetric in i and j.

From (2.4)' it is observed that the equation (2) of Proposition 3 IS wn
tten in the form

Phk(1) - P kh (1)= P hk(2)- P kh (2)= A(u) {Ck 10 Ih+PksrC/h}.

Now we are concerned with (BC-III-3). The contraction for hand k yie
lds

(2. 10) P .(1) I·-p .(1) I .-5 r.. +A. {P S ·C r .+5 s .pr .}mJ • m. J - m'J I r (.j) m rl S J m r. SJ'

which corresponds to the equation (2. 6). The contraction of (2. 10) by ym
gIves

(2. 10)'

Substituting from (2) of Prop. 3 into the above, we get an interesting
equation

(2.10)" Cjlolj-Cjlolj=Cjlj-Cilj'

It is, however, remarked that (2. 10)" is solely a consequence of Proposi·
tion 4.

In (BC -III -3), we take another contraction for hand j to obtain

(2.11) P mk(2) li+Pm/2)C{i-$milk+SmrPrki

Lastly we are concerned with the Bianchi identities of the fourth group
(BC-IV-I, 2). From (BC-Ill-I), as Chjilk=Chiklj in the Cartan connection
cr, it follows that

5hijk=A(jk) {chrkcru\,

which is nothing but the well-known representation of the v-curvature ten
sor Shijk of the Cartan connection cr ([I2J (17.20), See §6). Substituting
the above into (BC-IV-I, 2), these are automatically satisfied ([12J §7).

Here we shall return to (2.2)". Because of Por(1) = Cr I 0' if we put

(2.12)

then (2. 2)" IS written in the form

so that we conclude
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THEOREM 1. In a Finsler space with Z;=O the tensor Bt=Rhio+Roij~

R oi:!" satisfies the conservation law}.) Bh; I h=O.

REMARK 5. Although the assumption Z;= 0 seems not to be natural, this
is identically satisfied in a Finsler space of scalar curvature, as will be pro
ved in §5 Th. 12. In a Riemannian space the above conservation law Bhi I"
=0 is a consequence of R{j/dr=R;jlk-Rikl j'

Next we shall be concerned with the conservation law with respe~t to the
v-covariant differentiation. (See §6 as to the v-curvature tensor Shijk). The
equation (2.7) is notable in this point of view. Suppose that 2Ro;+R;0=O.
Then we get Roo=O and (2.7) reduces to Rh;olh=O. Consequently

THEOREM 2. In a Finsler space with B;=2Ro;+R;0=0 the contracted (v)
h-torsion tensor Rhio satisfies the conservation law Rh;o Ih=O.

REMARK 6. In a Finsler space of scalar curvature we have Ro;=R;o (See
§5 Th. 9 (3) ). Hence the tensor B; in Theorem 2 is written in the form

B;=3R;0= (n-2)VKlli+3(n-1)KLl;.

Contracting the above by y; we get Bo=3(n-1)KL2. Consequently B;=O is
equivalent to K=O and Theorem 2 is trivial.

Consider the above condition Bi=O. It follows from (2.1) that the cont
racted Ricci tensors Ro; and Rio are expressible in

(2.13) Ro;= -Rio I2= - (Rr;o+ClrRros) 13, (Rr;o=cmRm;o)'

From the above result and (2.6)" we have

CoROllARY. In a Finsler space, where the contracted Ricci tensors R oi and
Rio are written in the form (2.13), the contracted (v)h-torsion tensor Rhio
satisfies the conservation law Rhiolh=O and Cilol o is written in the jm"m

C; I 010= (Rrio-2ClrRros) /3.

§3. C-reducible Finsler spaces and Ricci tensors.

In the present section we are concerned with C-reducible Finsler spaces.
Because, for instance, the Randers space (See §6), which is important in
the theoretical physics, is certainly C-reducible ([12J §36, [19J, [27J).

DEFINITION. A non-Riemannian Finsler space Fn (n~3) is called C-redu
cible ([7J), if the Itv-torsion tensor .Cijk is written in the form

(3.1) Cij/,= (Cihjk+Cjhki+C~ij)1(n+ 1).

It is well known that the v-curvature tensor Sij/ik, the (v)hv-torsion tensor

2) See [12J §26, [18J.
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Pjjk and the hv-curvature tensor P hjjk of Fn are respectively written In the
following concrete form ([12J §30):

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where hjj is the

Sjjhk=A uJJ {hikCjh+hjhCik} / (n+ 1)2,

Pjjk=Gjhjk+Gjhki+Gkhij,

P hjjk = Nhjh jk+ A (hj) {hijNkh<D +hikNjh (2) I ,
angular metric tensor and

(3.5)

Cjj=C2hj)2+CjCj, (C2=CjCj), Gj=Cj1o/(n+I),

N j /ll= (C; I j-CjGj -,uhi)2) / (n+ 1), (j.1.=CiG,.) ,

N;/2) = (Cj I j+CPj+ j.1.hij/2) / (n+ 1),

N·= -N··(1l+N·J1)= -N··(2)+N··(2)
'J IJ J' IJ JI'

REMARK 7. From (3.3) it is observed that the C-reducible Finsler space
is P~reducible ([13J). The converse does not hold good in general. Recen
tly C. Shibata has showed ([2IJ) that in case of a Finsler space of scalar
curvature the converse is correct.

From (3.4) the hv-Ricci tensors Phk<D and P hk(2) are especially written as
follows:

P h/ll = {nCkl h-Ch I k+ L -1 (n+ 1) (Gklh+Ghl k) +2ChGk

- (n-I) CkGh-chhk} / (n+ 1), (c= Cr I r+ (n-I) j.1.),

Phk(2) = {nCk I h-Ch I k+ L -1 (n+ 1) (Gklh+Ghlk) -2CkGh

+ (n-I) ChGk- (c-2(n-I) j.1.)hhk} / (n+ 1).

From (3.5) the hv-scalar curvatures p<D (=Ph/llghk) and P(2) (=Phk(2)

ghk) are written in the form

(3.6) P(ll = - pm --= - (n- 2) j.1..

Suppose that P(ll =0, i. e., ,u=CiGj=O. As Pijk= Cijk 10' it is remarked
that Gj=P;/ (n+ 1), where Pj=Pimm.

Hence we have

THEOREM 3. In a C-reducible Finsler space the hv-scalar curvature p<D

(or P(2) vanishes if and only if the vector Pi (=prm) is orthogonal to the

torsion vector Ci (-=Crm).

If we put Ai=LCi and A2=AiAi (Ai=girAr) , it is easily seen that

Consequently we have
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CoROLLARY. In a C-reducible Finsler space with constant AZ(=A;Ai), the
Rv-scalar curvatures pm and pcz> vanish.

REMARK 8. This suggests us that the hv-curvature tensor Pkij/l will play
an important role in the investigation of Finsler spaces with constant A2.
Payattension to the well-known equation Ai=Lai(logv!D and Deicke's the
orem [4J.

From (3. 4) and (3. 5) we obtain

PAP) - Pk,,(l) =P,,}2) - P""CZ) = (n+ 1) Nu = Acu) {Ck I"+C,,Gk} ,

(3.7) Nio(l) = Nio(2) =Gi, No;CV=No/2) =0,

N io= -No;=-G;.

THEOREM 4. If the hv-Ricci tensor PiP> (or PiP» of a C-reducible Fin
sler space is symmetric, then the Finsler space is a Berwald space.

. Proof. If the tensor PiP) (or PIP»~ is symmetric, from (3.7) 'We have
Nij=O and Nio=O. Consequently from (3.7) G;=C;lo/(n+1) =0. Hence
from Lemma3) it is concluded that the Finsler space is a Berwald space.

PROPOSITION 5. If the symmetric part PCU)(I) (or PCU)CZ» of the hv-Ricci
tensor is written in the form

(3.8) Pcu}V (or P a•k)(2)) = Athu+Azgu

as a linear combination of the angular metric tensor hu and the fundamental
tensor gu with the scalar coefficients Ah Az. then Ci10= 0 holds necessarily.

Proof. Suppose that P CkIl)(I) = Aieu+AzgU' The contraction of this by yk
yields

P CAo) (I) = AZY".

Contracting the above by y", we have AZ=O and PCAo>(l) =0. Thus (1) of
Proposition 3 gives Cilo=O.

Consequently from Lemma quated above and Proposition 5. it is concluded
that

THEOREM 5. If. in a C-reducible Finsler space, the symmetric part P W)(l}

(or P CU}2» of the hv-Ricci tensor is written as (3. 8) , then the Finsler space
is a Berwald space.

CoROllARY. A C-reducible Finsler space is a Berwald space if one of the
following conditions holds good:

3) See [14] ; [12] 111. 30.4: If a C-reducible Finsler space is a LandBberg spece, then it is a
Berwald space.
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(l) PChk1Cl) (or P Chk/
21

) is proportional to hhk.

(2) PChk1Cll (or PChk)(21) is t roportional to ghk.

(3) P chk)Cll (or PChk) (2) vanishe~.

REMARK 9. In a 2-dimensional Finsler space the hv -torsion tensor Cijk IS

always written as (3. 1) and

P j /1J=P j /2) (=P jj ), pCJ)=PC2)=O

hold because of P-symmetry ([12J § 28). See Remark 1.

THEOREM 6. If the hv-Ricci tensor Pij is symmetric in a 2-dimensional
Finsler space F2, then F2 is a Landsberg space41•

Proof. The hv-curvature tensor Phjjk of F2 is always written in the form

Phijk = a (lhmj ~ l ..mh) 111 jm..

where (l .. ,111 .. ) is the Berwald frame ([12J §28). The two unit vectors lj
and 111 .. are orthogonal to each other. Contracting the above equation by gij
we have Phk(l)=alhmk. The hz,-Ricci symmetry yields immediately a=O and
we get Phjjk=O, which is equivalent to Pijk=O. Then the proof is complete.

Next we shall consider the Bianchi identities of C-reducible Finsler space.
From (3. 1) and SUjk) {R jjk} = 0 the equation (1. 9) is rewritten as

(1.9C) Rkh - Rhk= [(n -2) Rrkh - A Chk) {ChRok+ L -llhR rokJ JI (n+ 1).

The contraction of (1. 9C) by yh yields

(2.IC) Rko-Rok= {(n-l) Rrko+CkRoo }l(n+I).

From (2. le) we get the form of R rok (= -Rrko) in terms of the h-Ricci ten
sor. Substituting this into (1.9C) we obtain

(1. 9C)'

where we put

1
Rkh-Rhk+ (n-I)L A Chk) {lk(Rho-Roh)}

1
(n+ 1) {(n-2) Rrkh+CkTh- ChTkJ,

Th=Roh - L -lRoolhl (n-I).

Next we reconsider (2.2) '. Using (1) of Prop. 3 and (3.3), it IS re
written in the form

4) See [12J § 25, [6].
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The contraction of (2. 2C)' by yk yields

(2.2C)"

Next we are concerned with (2.5)'. First from (3.3) we derive

prki I r=Gr I rhki+GiIk+Gk Ii-L -l(Gifolk+GIII oZi).

By virtue of the above, (3. 1) and (3. 3), the equation (2. 5)' is rewritten,
after long computation, in the form

(2.5C)'

where S;w

(3.9)

RoIl1i+Cilolll=SCi/I) {Gm-L-lGiloh+ (n-3) GltG;/2

- (Rolt - L -lRoollt)C;/ (n+ I)} +vhilt+ V il/,

means the interchange of indices i, k and summation and we put

V=GT 1 r+ (n-1)r;,-Rorl (n+1), r::.=GrGn

ViII = Rik- (Rikr+Rrlti+ L -lZiRrok+CiRok) / (n+ 1).

It is observed that the right hand side of (2. 5C)' is symmetric except the
term Uik.

The contraction of (2. 5C)' by ye yields

(2. SC)" R oo li+Cif 01 o=Roi+Rio- (2Rroi+RooCi) I (n+ 1).

From (2. SC)' we have

PROPOSITION 6. In a C-reducible Finsler space, if the tensor V ij given by
(3. 9) is symmetric, then the tensor

Roilj+Cjloli
is symmetric.

REMARK 10. In a Riemannian space the term Vik is, of course, equal to
Rik which is symmetric. Then Roilj+CjJoli is nothing but Rji'

REMARK 11. In an h-isotropic Finsler space p, (See § 4), the above Uij
is written in the form

Uij=Rij-RyJ-Ci

and R ij is symmetric. Hence, if Uij is symmetric, we get Ci=O provided
R=i=O. Consequently F" is a Riemanman space from (3.1). In this case Uij
is nothing but the Ricci tensor Rij in the Riemannian space.

REMARK 12. In a Finsler space of scalar curvature K (See § 5) , it is oh
served that Rij=Rji (See §5 Th. 9(3». And Uij is written in the form

Uij=Rij+ 3(n~1) (KUrhij+KJliCj+KUjCi) -Ci (L2K Jlj /3+KYj).
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If Vii is symmetric, we have K=O. Conversely, in a space of vanishing
scalar curvature K, Uij (= Rij) is always symmetric.

Contracting U;k in (3.9) by y; and yk, we get respectively

(3.10) Uok=Rok. Uko=Rko-(2Rrok+CkRoo)/(n+1).

Next we shall consider another condition Uok= Uko=O. From (3.10) we
have

(3.11) Roi=O, R io=2Rro;/(n+l).

Here we shall consider the equation (2.6) ", which IS, from (3. 1), written
as

(2. 6C)"

From (3.11)
reduces to

(3.12)

Cj I 01 0= Rrjo Ir-Roj+ (2Rrjo - RooCj) / (n+ 1).

the equation (2. SC)" reduces to C; I0 I 0= 0 and (2. 6C)" also

Furthermore we are concerned with more stronger condition Uij=O. In
this case (2. SC)' is written as follows:

Ci I 01 k=Gi I k+Gk I i+ (n-3)G;Gk+Khik. (K=Gr I r+ (n-l)~).

Hence, by virtue of C; I 0= (n+ l)Gi, the above, which also means G; 1k=Gk I;,

is rewritten in the form

GAI;= {(n-3)GkGi+Khki } / (n-1).

Contracting this by gki we get (=0. Conseqently the above reduces to a li
ttle simple form

(3.13)

If the metric is positive-definite, ~=O implies G;=O.

Thus, making a summary of the results obtained above, we have

THEOREM 7. In a C-reducible Finsler space with Uok= Uko=O the follow-
ing hold good:

(1) The contracted Ricci tensors R o; and Rio satisfy the equation (3. 11),
(2) C;lo!o=O,
(3) the contracted (v)h-torsion Rr jo satisfies the equation (3.12).

COROLLARY. In a C-reducible Finsler space with Uij=O, the conditions
(1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 7 hold good and further

(4) the tensor CkI; is symmetric and written as (3.13),
(5) the space is a Berwald space, provided the metric be positive-definite.
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Here we shall recollect the Proposition 4. In virtue of hil i = - (n-1)L-Ilk

and Gilo=O, it follows from (3.3) that

P{jlr=(;rI,Aij-SUj) {nL-lGil j-Gil j}.

On the other hand from (3.1) we have

C{j I r= Cr I ,Aij/ (n+ 1) + (n~1) S(iJ) {Ci I j- (n+ 1) L -ll,-Gj} .

Consequently (2. 9) is of the form

. Ci I olj-Cil j=whij -S(i;1 {(n-1)L-ll,-Gj-Gd j+Cil jf (n+ 1) I,
(w=Gr Ir-Cr I r/ (n+1»,

which is rewritten as

(2.9C) Cil 01 j-Cil j= (n+ 1) {wlhij - L -1 (l,-Gj+l;-Gi) },

(wl=w/(n-1».

Hence we have

PROPOSITION 4C. In a C-reducible Finsler space the symmetric tensor Ci 10 Ij

- Ci I j is given by (2. 9C).

§ 4. Isotropic Finsler spaces.

We shall conider an h-isotropic Finsler space F" which is introduced by

H. Akbar-Zadeh (DJ, [I2J § 22) .
In the isotropic Finsler space the h-curvature tensor Rltijk is written in the

form

(4.1) Rkijk=R(gkjgik-ghlgij).

THEOREM (H. Akbar-Zadeh) An h-isotropic Finsler space of dimension n~
3 are such that
(1) R=constant.
(2) P-symmetry and Sltijk=O, provided R=I=O.

From (4.1) it is easily verified that the Ricci tensor Rij is symmetric,
i.e., Rij=(n-l)Rgij. The equations (2.2), (2.2)', (2.2)" are trivial beca
use of R=constant and metrical property (gij I k=O) of the Cartan connection
cr.

Here we shall reconsider (2. 5)" and (2. 6)' which were derived from the
Bianchi identities of the second group. From (4.1) we have

Rijlt.=R(Yjgik-y~ij)'

Consequently (2. 5)" reduces to
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Next (2. 6)' is now rewritten as

(2.61)' C j I 0 I k-Ck I 0 I j=R(yjCk- YkC j)'

REMARK 13. The contraction of (2.61)' by yk yields (2.51)" immediately.
From (2.51)" we see that C;lolo=O is equivalent to C;=O, provided R=I=O.
This fact has been shown already by H. Akbar-Zadeh ([1] p.48).

REMARK 14. An h-isotropic and C-reducible Finsler space is a Riemannian
space (See [14] Theorem 2).

Hereafter suppose that R *" O. Then we see P ;/ll = P i/2) because of the P
symmetry. We shall denote it by P ij. The expressions (2.6) and (2.10)
are written respectively as follows:

(2.61) p/j i k- p/k I j=A(ikl {Rg/jCk+ P/jrPris},

(2.101) P/jlk-Plklj=p/srk C/j-p/srj C/k.

From these equations we get respectively

pm; 'm= - (n-l) RC;+pmrP{m, (pm;=gmrpr;) ,

pmi Im= - pmrC{m'

§ 5. The scalar curvature and Ricci tensors.

A Finsler space pn is said to be of scalar curvature K ([2J, [12J § 26)
if the equation

(5.1)

holds good at any (x, y) of Fn, and to be of constant curvature K if, fur
thermore, the scalar K is constant.

It is well- known ([12J (26.5» that (5. 1) is equivalent to

(5.2) R;jk= V(Klljh ik - Kllkhij ) /3+ K(yjhik-Ykhij) ,

where we denot lIi=()/oyi.

In general the Berwald curvature tensor H hijk satisfies the following iden
tities ([12J § 18) :

CS. 3)

(5.4)

~5. 5)

Substituting (5. 2) into (5. 3), we have ([12J (26.6»
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(5. 6) H/iij,,=K(gkjgjk-.gk~jj)+ (113) A(jk) {3KllkYjgjk

+LKllj(2lAgjk-l"gjk-ljgu) +L2Kujll"hjkl.
Here we shall define three H-Ricci tensors from the Berwald curvature

tensor HMjk in the following form:

(5.7)

(5.10)

From (5.5) it is easily seen that H jj-Hji=Hj/2).
Next it follows from (5.6) that

(5.8) H jj= (n-l) (Kgjj+KujYj+KujYj) + {(n-2)L2K/IiI1j

+ (n+l)Kujyil 13,

(5.9) Hi/v= (n-l) Kgjj+ {(n-3) (KujYj+KlljYj) +L2K II mII"gm"hij

-L2Klljllj- (n+l)KujYj} 13.

From (5.8), (5.9) the H-scalar curvatures H (=Hjjgjj) and H(I) (=Hj/v
gjj) are written in the form

H=n(n-l)K+(n-2)L2K llmll "gm"/3,

H(l)=H.

On the other hand, from (5. 8), (5. 9) it is observed that

(5.11) Hjj-Hjj=Hj/V-Hi/V=Hji(2)= (n+ 1) (KlliYj-KlljYj) 13.

THEOREM 8. Let F" (n;;;;;3) be a Finsler space of scalar curvature K. Then
F" is of constant curvature if and only if the Ricci tensor Hjj(or Hi/V) is
symmetric or HiP) vanishes.

Proof. From (5.11) we have KUjYj-KujYi=O. Contracting this by y j,
we get Kllj=O, which means that K is a function of position only. By vi
rtue of generalized Schur's theorem, K becomes constant (See [2J, [l2J
Prop. 26. 1). The converse is clear.

REMARK 15. This theorem as to H jj has been shown by L. Berwald ([2J
p.775).

The relation between the Cartan's h-curvature tensor RAijk and the Berwa
Id's one Hftjjft is generally given by

(5.12)

Next we shall treat the h-Ricci tensor R jj in the space of scalar curva
ture. Substituting (5. 6) into (5. 12) we get

(5.13)
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where we put

M h/ = M jh ) = (VK ,hrt-3K , hYrt-3K 1 j')'h, 6Klhl j ) ,'6.

Multiplying (5. 13) with {(hk we have

(5.14) R ij = (n-l)6Kgij+ (3n-7) (K11iYF,K jyJ -;-UK mnf.!,mnh ij

--i-(n-3)L2K·· .)/6...:-p·mp.n -p.m·l~
I , Z I J I Itn J m , J m"

From (5.14) the h-scalar CUI"'l'alure R (=Rijgij) is given by

(5.15) R= (~3n (n-1) K-~ (n-2) UK ,1m ., ngmnl /3-- gijPimnP/m-_pmPm.

We have from (5. B) and (5.14) directly
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THEOREM 9. In a Fnisler space of scalar cun'at7'1'(, K the following hold
good:

(1) RMjk=Rjkhi,

(2) SCijk) lRhijkl =0,

(:3) The h-Ricci tensor Rij is symmetric and git'en by (5.14).

REMARK 16. In a Finsler space of scalar curvature it is verified by means
of (5. 2) that

S(ijkJ (ChriRrjkl =0,

AUk) (C/jRrhk-C{jRrikl =0.

Therefore from (1. 7), (1. 8) we have another proof of (l), (2) of Theo
rem 9 not refering to the components of the h-curvature tensor Rhijk of (5.
1~3) .

REMARK 17. In case of constant curvature, the Ricci tensor R ij is, of
course, symmetric as shown and used by Y. Takano [25]. In case of scalar
curvature, (3) of Theorem 9 is shown independently and almost simultane
ously by C. Shibata [21].

THEOREM 10. Let Fn(n;;;;;3) be a Finsler space of scalar cun'ature K. If

Rij=:;gij with some scalar ',), then Fn is of constant CUl·'Vature.

Proof. Suppose that Rij=',){(ij' Contracting this by :i, we get Roi=l/.'l'i'
From (5.14) we have

R oi = (3(n-1)KYi+ (n-2)VK,il /3.

These equations yield

3(n-l)KYi+ (n-2)VK 1i =3:;Yi'
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We take the contraction of the above by yi to get lJ= (n-1)K, so that Ku i

= 0 provided n~3. Consequently K is constant.

THEOREM 11. Let F" (n~3) be a Finsler space of scalar curvature K. If
H(iJ)=lJgij (or H(iJ)(I)=lJ'gij) with some scalar lJ (or 1)'), then F" is of cons
tant curvature, where ( ) denotes the symmetric part of Hij (or HiP».

This is easily obtained in the similar way to the proof of Theorem 10.
Here we recall Theorem 1 in §2. In case of scalar curvature, it is easily

seen that the quantity Zi (See (2. 12» is identically zero. Further. from
(5.2), (5.14) the tensor BI' is written in the form

B/I.= (n-2)L2Z/I./3, (Z/,,=K 11 ;y"-3Kh/l., h/I.=h;jghi).

Hence we have from Theorem 1

THEOREM 12. In an n (~3) -dimensional Finsler space of scalar curvature
K, the tensor Zi"=K lliY"-3Khi" satisfies the conservation law Zi" 1,,=0.

REMARK 18. In case of constant curvature K, from (BC-I-3) H. Rund
has derived ([18J (3. 15), [l2J Th. 26. 4) another conservational law G/' 1"

=0, where

G"i= R"'i- Ro/,,/2- KSY"y;/2, (S=S;jgi j).

REMARK 19. In a Finsler space of scalar curvature K the equation, which
is one of 6e Bianchi identities of the Berwald connection Br ([12J (l8.
20»,

S<ijk) {G","'irRrjl.+H","'ij;k} =0

reduces to a simple form

S(ijk) {H".";j;k} =0.

This was suggested by Prof. M. Matsumoto. The semicolon (;) means the
covariant differentiation with respect to the Berwald connection Br. The
contraction of the above equation by gmk, however, leads us rather compli
cated equation, because the Berwald connection Br is not metrical.

Next we are concerned with a C-reducible Finsler space of scalar curva
ture K. In a C-reducible Finsler space, P ijk is given by (3.3). Substituting
this into (5.13), we obtain

(5.16)

where we put N",/ = N j",) = (K-l;,)h"'j/2+M"'j-G",Gj. The expression (5.16)
is very interesting because the A-curvature tensor Rkijk is simply written in
terms of an angular metric tensor hij. Cf. Theorem 29.2 of [12J.
Similarly substituting (3.3) into (5.14), (5.15), we get respectively
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(5. 17)

(5. 18)

R ij = {(n-I) (K-~) +L2Ki1m!lgmn/6} hiJ+ (n-I) Klilj
+ {(3n-7) L (liK:lj+l jKil i) + (n-3)L2K 1Iil j} /6- (n-3) GiGj ,

R=Rijgij=n(n-l)K- (n-2) {(n+ 1)~-L2Kllmllngmn/3}.

Consequently, in case of K=O. we have

THEOREM (H. Yasuda [25J Th. 7). Let Fn (n;S3) be a C-reducible Finsler
space of vanishing scalar curvature K. Then Fn becomes locally Minkowski5)

if one of the following conditions holds good:

(1) In case of n = 3. R ij = 0 and positive-definite.
(2) In case of n~3, R=O and positive-definite.
(3) In case of n>3, Rij=O.

Proof. Suppose thak K~O. Then (5.17) and (5.18) reduces to respecti
vely

(5.19) Rij=-(n-1)(hij-(n-3)GiGj,

(5.20) R=-(n-2)(n+l)(.

If Rij=O and n=3, from (5.19) we obtain ( (=GiG i ) =0, so that Gi=O
(the Berwald space), provided the metric is positive-definite. Consequently
we have Nhj=O, so that, from (5.16), Rhijl<=O. If Rij=O. and n>3, we
contract (5. 19) for i and j to obtain I: =0, so that we have G i =0. The
proof of (2) is similarly obtained from (5. 20).

REMARK 20. The (v)hv-torsion tensor Pijl< takes place in (5.13), (5.14)
and (5.15). We have treated these equations for C-reducible spaces where
PiJI< is of a simple form (3.3). The simplest case Pijk=O leads us to a tri
vial result, because S. Numata ([17J, [12J § 30) has shown that a Finsler
space (n~3) of scalar curvature K*O with Pijk=O is a Rimannian space
of constant curvature K.

§ 6. The v-curvature tensor Shij/< and the Ricci tensor Sij'

We consider a tangent space Fxn of an n-dimensional Finsler space Fn at
a point x= (xi). Then Fxn is regarded as an n-dimensional Riemannian spa
ce equipped with the fundamental tensor gij (x, y) where x is fixed. The
components of the C-tensor Cb are nothing but the Christoffel symbols con
structed from g ij (x, y) with respect to y and the v-curvature tensor Shijk is
the Riemannian curvature tensor of Fxn. Consequently the tensor Vij =Sii-
(j·JS/2 (SJ·=gjrS· S··=gmnS·· S=gijS··) satisfies the conservation lawt : rn f.J unjn, I)

VJ Ij=O which is the well-known result in Riemannian geometry [22].
The v-curvature tensor Shijk and the v-Ricci tensor Sij are studied by, for

5) If Rh;j'=O and C'jllh=O, then the Finsler space is called locally Minkowski ([12J .§ 24).
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instance, F. Brickell [3J, S. Kikuchi [5J, M. Matsumoto [9J, [l1J, [12J,
S. Numata [l6J and others [I5J, [23J, [24].

A Finsler space F" is called (a, [3) -metric if the fundamental function is
of the form L(a,/3), where a 2(x,y) =aij (x) yiyj, f)(x,y)=bi(x)yi and L(a,
f) is positively homogeneous of degree 1 in a, f). Here the quadratic form
a 2 (x, dx) is supposed to be a Riemannian metric of the space. If L(a, f)
is of the form L(a,fJ)=a+f) (resp. a 2 jfJ), the Finsler space is called the
Randers space (resp. Kropina space). The concrete form of the v-curvature
tensor Skijk of the Randers space is seen in [8J, [19J. The one of the Kro
pina space is given by C. Shibata [20]. Further in case of (a, fJ) -metric,
which is called the generalized Randers space, S. Numata gives the v-cur
vature tensor Skijk in a very simple form [16J and obtains the v-Ricci tensor
Sij' Here we sum up the results obtained hitherto related to the v-curvature
tensor Skijk and the v-Ricci tensor Sij'

(I) In ease of n=2

The v-curvature tensor Skij/r. is identically zero ([10J p. 152, [I2] Prop. 28
3).

(ll) In ease of n=3

(l) The v-curvature tensor Skijk is always written in the following form
[5J, [11J, [l2J

(6.1) L2Skijk 11 S(kkjhik-huhij)

where S is some (O)p-homogeneous scalar field in yi. Consequently the
v-Ricci tensor Sij is given by

(6.2) Sij=L-2Skij'

(2) The v-curvature tensor Skijk vanishes if and only if the v-Ricci tensor
Sij vanishes. Consequently the Finsler space F3 with Sij=O is a Rieman
man space under the well-known F. Brickell's conditions [3J.

(3) If Rij=Vgij with some scalar v, then the v-curvature tensor Skijk or the
k-curvature tensor Rkijk vanishes [9J.

(ill) In ease of n~3

(1) The v-curvature tensol Skijk vanishes if and only if the indicatrix Ix is
of constant curvature 1 ([12J Th. 31. 1).

(IV) In case of n = 4:

(1) The v-curvature tensor SMjle is always written in the form
(6.3) Skijk=Acjk) {nkjMjk+kikMkj},
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where Mij=S;j-Sh;)4, S=Sijgi j ([l1J, [12J Th 31. 2,).

(V) In case of n~4

(1) Let pn be a Finsler space with (a, p) -metric. If S;j=O, then P is a

Riemannan space provided b2 (=aijbib j) *constant [16J.

(2) Let the v-curvature tensor Shijk is of the form (6. 1). Then the scalar
S=S(x) and the indicatrix Ix is of constant curvature S+ 1 ([12J Th.
31. 6).

(3) Suppose that the v-curvature tensor Shijk is of the from

(6.4)

where E ij is a (-2)p-homogenous Finsler tensor field. Then the follow
ings hold good [15]:
(1 0) Eij is given by

Eij n-=-3 2(n~2) hij-Sij,} (S=Sijgi
j
),

and (6. 4) is written in the form

(6.4) , Shijk= (n-2)S(n-3) (hhkhij~hhihik)- (n-=-3)

A Cij) {hhkSij-hhiSik}.

(2°) If Sij=O, then Shijk-O.

(3°) Fn is P-symmetry if and only if SijIO=O.

(VI) In case of n~5

(1) Let the v-curvature tensor Shijk is of the form (6.4). Then the follow
ing hold good:

(10) The indicatrix Ix is conformally flat, i. e., the Weyl conformal
curvature tensor vanishes [12J.
(2°) The tensor

hijTk+ (n-2) (Sikl j+L-lSiklj)

is symmetric in J and k, where Tk=Slk/2+L-lSlk[15].

REMARK 21. In the paper [9J, quasi-C-reducible Finsler spaces with S;j

=0 are also treated. Any Finsler spaces with (a, j3)-metric is quasi-C-redu
cible. With respect to the contracted tensor Tij(=gmnTimjn), S. Numata
proved the following:

(1) Let pn (n ~3) be a Finsler space with (a, j3) -metric. If T;j=O, then Fn
is a Riemannian space provided b2 *constant, where the original tensor
T hijk is defined in the form
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T Aijk = LCkij Ik+IkCijk+liCjkA+I jCkAi+lkChij·

Recently this tensor Tkijk is used by Prof. M. Matsumoto in characterizing
Finsler spaces with cubic metric.
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